IS407C Entry Intercom System

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

AT THE ENTRY STATION:

1. Momentarily depress button (for a few seconds) for apartment you wish to call. This will signal the pleasant tone signal at the apartment intercom station.

2. Reply in a normal voice when spoken to. Visitor reply is hands-free (unless a privacy handset is provided at the entrance station).

3. When door release activates (buzzes), enter through door.

AT THE IS407C INTERCOM STATION:

1. You will hear a pleasant tone signal when a visitor presses your button at the entrance station.

2. Press and hold the TALK button and say "who is there"?

3. Release the TALK button and immediately press and hold the LISTEN button, and wait for the reply from the visitor. You may repeat steps 2 and 3 as needed, to continue your conversation. Do not press the TALK and LISTEN buttons at the same time!

NOTE: When speaking into the IS407C station, speak at a normal voice level, and stand about 1-2 feet from the station.

4. If you do not wish to allow the visitor access to the building, do nothing further. Only if you are satisfied with the identity of the visitor, momentarily depress the DOOR button on the intercom, which will electrically activate the door release mechanism. Make sure you positively identify all visitors before activating the door release... or do not open the door!

In systems with multiple door entry stations, the system will automatically switch the voice and door release functions to the last entry station that placed a call.

FEATURES

- Simple Push Button Operation
- Crystal Clear Voice
- Easy Flush Mount Installation (or surface with optional surface back box)
- Clear Voice Fidelity
- Rugged and Reliable. Simple to Operate

Due to continuous product improvement, all colors, sizes, materials, finishes and specifications are subject to change without notice.